aim and are thus connected with the main terms, each representing a discussion per se and serving a component of the complex method of analysis suggested in the article.
Topos: from a dialectical element to a transgressive fragment of the imaginary
The morpheme τόπ in topos indicates place, as in toponymy (the study of place names) (Liddell et al. 1940: 311, 650) , and is the root of the term τοπικά denoting the study of commonplaces -κοινοί τόποι (sing. κοινός τόπος -commonplace) (Ахманова 1969: 170, 473, 477) . Ancient topoi, discussed by Aristotle in "Topics"
and "Rhetoric", were interpreted as typical points, heuristic formulas of dialectical inferences that concerned an orator's success in debate -in specie, his ingenuity to extract necessary arguments out of commonplaces -pieces of ready knowledge accepted as verisimilar and credible (Аристотель 1978: 347-553; 2000: 5-149) .
Along with topos a synonymous term was used -στοιχείον (an element of dialectical syllogism). Both were opposed to the analytical syllogism since any topos was a result of verisimilar, but not valid premises, and the purpose of its use lay not in searching for the truth, but in winning an argument about characters, passions, and moral values. Thus, it was taken to be a certain sort of general protasis and principle since the topoi expressed in the hypotheses were seen as certain logical laws; Aristotle in fact often used principle instead of law (Slomkowski 1997: 170-171 ).
However, the term topos also has a meaning different from the rhetorical one dwelt on above. In particular, topos was once understood not as a probable argument, but as an indication of something archetypal and recognisable, a fundamental mode or relation of existence, a traditional, repetitive pattern in art and literature (for example, love, old age, confrontation of nature and the man, etc. (Curtius 1953: 80-83) ). This kind of topos is a hermeneutic construction (Компаньон 2001: 241) , a stable sense scheme, previous to a creative act and not an element of a work of art (text) . Topoi may function as images, motifs, symbols, allegories, but they are never identical to them since they exist in impersonal cultural depths (Махов 2008: 264-265 ).
It may seem, therefore, that the abovementioned thematic pattern of revenge may be recognised as a topos only with reference to the second treatment (accepted in literary studies), but not to the Aristotelian one, the rhetorical. Still, if this thematic pattern is accepted not only as an abstract idea, but proved as probable, verified as real and correlating with a certain representation in a text belonging to a certain literary tradition (Gothic in this case), then such an approach allows viewing topos not only as a scheme of verification. More precisely, it can be viewed as a scheme of verifying a fixed pattern that has some formal structural realisation (on the sentence level or on the level of several sentences, or even larger fragments of narrative texts) and some abstract content (for example, the event of taking revenge).
The implied author (the image of an actual author enclosed in a narrative), implied reader (an idea of the actual author about his reader), fictitious author or narrator (a conventional teller in a narrative), and fictitious reader or narratee (the teller's addressee) are treated in this analysis as per Schmid's (2010: 34-87 ) approach, i. e. as narrative authorities, or participants of narrative communication.
Interrelation between participants is viewed as a chiastic balance determined by an associative allusion to the so-called symmetrical communicative act in art, i.e. a confluence of the embodied ethos (the characteristic spirit of a culture) and pathos (emotional response) (Soltes 2008) . Mutualism of these elements in art correlates with Aristotelian rhetoric where ethos refers to the subject of argumentation, and pathos is bound by attitudes and emotions of the object (addressee). Both participants are brought to integration by logos (verbal arguments proper), which fact leads to their possible reciprocal agreement (Aristotle 2010: 7; Murphy 2006: 579) . A well-known red-figure pottery plot (Fig. 1) illustrates an idea of chiastic balance as a steady eye contact (with a meaning) between individuals. As the classical myth goes (Graves 1988: 104) , Achilles slew Penthesileia, the Amazons' queen, but was so impressed by her courage, skilful use of weapon, and warrior virtues that he could not help falling in love with her. The character of Achilles in this story realises the ethos -a heroic spirit cultivated by the classical tradition, and Penthesileia as his victim embodies pathetic characteristics, connected with compassion towards a defeated foe. The canonical couple may give a visual image of the logos as a subject-object confluence. In postmodernist studies transgression is defined as hybridisation and oppositions' The imaginary is a term connected with Durand's interdisciplinary theory of the same name. It evolves from the Jungian "collective unconscious", generalises various humanities and consistently deviates from aiming at rationalism by choosing mythos (mythological knowledge, the irrational) as an instrument for studying the rational, logical. The imaginary is a primary property of existence that simultaneously embodies the one who imagines (a subject), imagination as his capacity, imagining (as a process), the imagined (an object), and preconditions for all that (Дугин 2010: 85-86) . The imaginary is thus seen as a primary ontological quality underlying and motivating human activity via the so-called anthropological trajectory (Lat. tras "between", jacere "cast") (Дугин 2010: 87). Since the imaginary simultaneously fulfils itself as the interior dimension of a certain subject, as objects of the exterior world bound by that subject, and as the bond itself, it is, accordingly, the bond that is termed anthropological trajectory, i.e. something between the subject and the object, which are its roles (therefore, it is also called anthropological dialectic). It can start either from the culture or from the psychological nature, and the essential elements of the trajectory are kept between these two poles (Durand 1999: 43) . The imaginary is merely the space of this dialectic assimilated by its drive-motivated imperatives (Durand 1999: 42) . It is a route, a scheme determining a current organisation of the imaginary, and its attribute anthropological serves to stipulate the necessity of a human being to fulfil and/or implement the imaginary just the way speech realises language in the classical Saussurean treatment. It is a heterogenic multidimensional phenomenon that embodies the imaginary as a noumenon. The author and reader potentially incarnate a collective inventor (a trajectory) of a certain topos and suggest ways of its comprehension. The topos is a transgressive fragment of the imaginary on its way to expression, stabilisation by a certain trajectory.
Topos "revenge" in gothic narrative: fluctuations of meaning
The idea of transgression is further viewed as an obligatory premise for linguistic crystallisation of the recurrent topos revenge, which is prototypical of GT and is realised, inter alia, in the fragment about the Nightfort. "A Storm of Swords" is the third novel of the epic fantasy saga with gothic elements "A Song of Ice and Fire", where the plot is constructed in a quasi-medieval entourage akin to the period of the Hundred Years' War and the Wars of the Roses.
Revenge is connected with nursing a bitter grievance against somebody for having been dishonestly treated, with a wish to inflict a punishment in requital for those past wrongs, to make offenders suffer badly (Snodgrass 2005: 291) . The worse the affliction, the sweeter the revenge, therefore avengers mature their retribution plans by studying all points of weakness, which any reckless offender may light-heartedly flaunt. Still, the idea of the severest torment does not need that meticulous brainwork of combining observation keenness with a steadfast logic of vindictive cruelty if enemies have children. Since in GT the pall (an oppressive, grave atmosphere) is sustained by dreadful, shocking events, and texts are made lurid by profusion of all presumable horrors (cannibalism, hanging, murder, rape, sadism, etc. (Snodgrass 2005: 353) ), the goriest, wickedest revenge ever described is through making enemies eat their kin, especially children, e.g.:
The Nightfort had figured in some [...] Frightening as this description may seem at first sight, the act of revenge accomplished by the Rat Cook still appears as fair as the gods' retribution that follows. Such a conclusion is confirmed by the process of crystallisation, which the topos revenge (chiefly because of its connection with the European culture) goes through while being realised in the narrative fragment above.
To uncover culturally significant knowledge the topos accumulates, the structure of Thus, the place is mentioned first (the Nightfort), then the event that happened there (the Andal king ate a pie), the history of that event (the Rat Cook killed and cooked the Andal prince), the gods' reaction to that treat (they transformed him into a rat to ever cat his children), and the reason for this retribution ( 1) the characters (the Rat Cook, the Andal king and prince, the gods);
2) the place (the Nightfort);
3) the time (long ago); 4) and the behavioural situation (taking revenge and being revenged on).
This fact stipulates that a real enigma -the reason for the Andal prince not to be paid back -is hidden exactly in the orientation section and concerns prerequisites for the deific revenge, which permit them (the gods) to tolerate or even ignore infanticide. These prerequisites are not indicated directly, but are left for subliminal recognition.
The message may be formulated as follows 
Levels of crystallisation: internal and external planes
To prove the consistency of this treatment (contrary to the idea that in gothic narratives revenge is always connected with obsession or aberration), it is essential that revenge as a recurrent topos should be analysed with reference to both the subject (implied and fictitious authors) and the object (implied and fictitious readers). They make it gradually crystallise in an elaborated code of narrative The crystallisation process is to be viewed at two levels: 1) between a fictitious author (narrator) and a fictitious reader (narratee), since they represent the internal plane of crystallisation, i.e. within the narrative; 2) between an implied author and an implied reader, since they represent the external plane and may possess knowledge from outside the narrative.
The name of a topos (here -the word "revenge") contains an initial perceptive image that gives rise to its meaning configuration, i.e. it is a vector of accumulating knowledge, a unit of some cultural code based on a system of fixed and flexible 
Internal plane of crystallisation
The internal plane of crystallising the topos revenge is based on an allegory illustrating a certain ethical point (i.e. do not violate laws of hospitality, otherwise gods will revenge on you) and inducing to make a correct choice (laws are not to be violated). As parables may often be reduced to proverbs (Карасик 2010: 80) , the story about the Rat Cook might acquire the following form: revenge on your guests brings the revenge of gods on you.
Such an allegorical interpretation on the internal level of crystallisation is possible due to the analysis of the narrator's and narratee's indices. The narrator's indices are: the choice of essential elements (situations, objects, settings, characters (including their words, thoughts, moods)) out of events to make up a solid story; composition of those elements in a certain order; linguistic (lexical, syntactical) representation of those elements; comments and reflections. As the narratee is an object of narrative appellation / orientation, there is a presumption that makes the narratee treat the narrator and his story in a certain way (appellation index) and be capable of and ready for interpreting the story (orientation index) (Шмид 2003: 63-102; Schmid 2010: 37, 54, 58, 65) .
narrative) and the ideal recipient (an image of a reader comprehending a narrative ideally, the way it is planned by its author) (Schmid 2010: 55-56) . The difference between symbolic and allegorical interpretation modes lies in a plurality of treatments.
The main index whereby the implied author may be recognised is the way of representing the whole idea in this short narrative: he exposes the situation of cannibalism as normal, i.e. the fact of eating a child always stays behind the backdrop, never entering the foreground, though it looms from there as an element of the pall. However, the things in the foreground, meant to strike more dread into readers than murder and cannibalism do, are the details of transforming the Cook into a rat and his intense, never sated hunger. Why does the deific revenge take the shape of the Cook's? Why is it also realised as eating children if the Cook is punished not for the murder, but for a seemingly different matter -transgressing hospitality laws?
Even if the presumed addressee (presupposed only to speak English, read and have superficial knowledge about medieval beliefs, morals, as well as unsurprisingly regular atrocities) recognises only the allegorical dimension in this story (just the same as the narratee), there is also the ideal recipient whose instruments of understanding are daintier, and identifiers he looks for are more flexible. Thus, in contrast to the presumed addressee, he will see that the described revenge type is not an atrocity (though a way to fulfil one's natural right), but a positive act, good enough to demonstrate one's own superiority over the offender.
This mode of comprehension is semantic (individual, situational) and is based on amplifying interpretation, which may be employed only in case of having deep, fundamental knowledge (Карасик 2010: 229-237 The symbolic interpretation of revenge via infanticide and cannibalism in this narrative is that any man is equal to gods, and they grant him whatever unless he infringes upon their interests (in the described case the interests are conditioned by honouring guests). Observing mutual interests suggests equality of parties, including, strange as it may seem, divine connivance in child-slaying cases.
Revenge as a symbol of human rights egalitarian to gods is a cultural universal, a realisation of metapsychological substratum reflected in literary legacy (Дешарне To explain this rigorousness, the questions asked above should be recalled. Why does the act of deific revenge take the shape of the Cook's and why is it also realised as eating children if the Cook is punished not for the murder, but for having transgressed the accepted hospitality laws? An adequate answer may also confirm the fact that the divine act was not a mere punishment, but the revenge sensu stricto (inflicting harm for harm received).
Gods in the philosophy of antiquity were treated as a source of sublime symbols called synthemes (Петров 1995: 15-21) , embedded into ordinary, well-known things. Such is, for example, light -thereby gods expose beings (created by them),
and it becomes a unifying image of gods and men; they are thus reflected in men and the world. A name is also a syntheme if it corresponds to a thing it denotes at the most. Though this interpretation may seem close to icons, the ideal correspondence, however, emanates only from the deific mind, whereof human mind is a vague reflection (Прокл 2000: 273-305).
Fair divine punishment is a syntheme of the gods dissatisfied by the Cook's violation of their laws. As they are capable of making absolute correspondences, their punishment becomes a reproduction of what the Cook has done to his victims and by the act simultaneously offended them. His cruel revenge is refracted through the deific mind to become his punishment.
Intranarrative transgression
According to the levels of crystallisation, described above, there are two ways the topos revenge can be transgressed in the narrative by the anthropological trajectory. 
Theme-rhematic complexes and eide
The idea of crystallisation through intranarrative transgression stems from a number of researches that were pursued in due time within psycholinguistic studies Four stages can be differentiated in the process of constructing a language unit to express the meaning: integrity, code change, TRCs, verbalisation.
In this article the integrity as a holistic image of a future language unit is interpreted as eidos-initialis (Gr. εἶδος -"image, Platonic idea" and Lat. initialis -"initial"), a primary actualisation of the imaginary by the trajectory and a possible stimulus to structuring an analytical, logical TRC -eidos-formalis (Gr. εἶδος and Lat. formalis -"set in due form"). An initialis develops into a formalis via an internal code and results in verbalisation. As the internal code is personal and non-linguistic, its units can hardly be reconstructed straight.
In 4. From "F" to "V" where the latter is shared, for it is the only material stage (a ready language unit) they have: the subject -to come to, the object -to start the reconstruction with. Here the opposition between totality and particularity is levelled in terms of returning to the initial stage, i.e. the integral product as a subject of further disintegration. The topos revenge was crystallised in the fragment about the Nightfort by intra-and extra-chronotopic trajectories in two ways: allegorically (by the whole text as a parable, i.e. revenge on your guests brings the gods' revenge on you) and symbolically (by transforming the parable into a metaphor based in its turn on a syntheme). The initialis on the internal plane includes necessary sub-integrities that transgress into the stage of formalis as four being complexes (the Nightfort, the Cook, the guests, the gods). These are later complicated by a rather ramified system of marking complexes as it is shown in Figure 3 . The initialis of extra-chronotopic trajectory presupposes not only the parable (legend) about the Nightfort, but also some extra knowledge about humanity in history, mythology (religious studies) and philosophy. The historical aspect reveals some general attitude to cannibalism, the mythological / religious aspect shows an individual as a being controlled by the gods via a set of strict laws and punished for violating them, the philosophical one dwells on the antagonism between gods and men as perfect vs non-perfect (Fig. 4) . The code used to operate on the internal plane is semic. It is a code implying some particular meaning to be necessarily recognised. Thus, the parabolic meaning of the Nightfort story is connected with the meaning of the gods as entities allowing to revenge in whatever way, but prohibiting to hurt guests. "Gods" and "guests" are the bits of meaning (semes) here that are to be connected in a certain way to make this story allegorical. The code used on the external plane is symbolic as well as referential or cultural / gnomic. The symbolic code creates meanings out of the antagonism to construct something new. Here the gods and the humanity as reflected entities are opposed and amalgamated simultaneously in their ability of accomplishing revenge as a perfect or non-perfect act of reflecting somebody's earlier actions. The referential code is the voice of universal human wisdom (Барт 2001:44), i.e. a cultural reference to some knowledge, e.g., texts that approve of cannibalism in cases of revenge.
Conclusions
Conclusions that can be made as a result of the above analysis are as follows:
Crystallisation of the topos revenge is embodied through the gothic narrative at two planes: internal (narrator-narratee) and external (implied author-reader) where the first one is characterised by remove the allegorical modes and the second one -by symbolic modes of accumulating knowledge.
The intranarrative transgression is represented as a model of constructing a meaning by a trajectory. The latter as an integrity is made up of the subject (narrator, implied author) and the object (narratee, implied reader).
The internal plane is the one realised by the intra-chronotopic trajectory, the external plane -by the extra-chronotopic one.
The intra-chronotopic trajectory uses information available in the whole chronotope of the narrative, the extra-chronotopic one is not limited by the narrative only. The process, which the trajectory goes through in constructing a language unit to express the meaning of a topos, includes the stages of eidos-initialis (a holistic image of a future language unit), some individual internal code (intermediate additional means
of personal operation within eidos-initialis), eidos-formalis (a set of logically structured internal theme-rhematic complexes), and external verbalisation. The intranarrative transgression involves four steps realising the topos revenge in the narrative about the Nightfort:
1) a step from the collective imaginary into an individual mind of the trajectory; 2) a step of reinterpreting the holistic integrity in units of the internal code;
3) a step of particularising elements of the integrity into TRCs; 4) a step to external verbalisation.
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Résumé in English
The article explores how revenge as a recurrent culturally relevant topos of the gothic literary tradition is crystallised through the narrative "A legend of the Nightfort" by the joint communicative effort of narrative authorities. The theory of crystallisation is developed in this article by being applied to studying narratives because texts have different levels of abstraction. There are four narrative authorities.
The implied author is a receptor's construct, i.e. a mental picture of a certain author that any reader creates. The implied reader is an archetypal reader whom the actual author addresses. The narrator is a conventional literary figure that possesses the function of storytelling. The narratee is an object-addressee of narration. The term crystallisation (introduced by Karasik) denotes modes of restoring senses in linguistic forms. In the article, accordingly, the sense of revenge is interpreted through the chosen narrative fragment, the latter being its linguistic form. The article demonstrates how to employ the method of crystallisation in its two modes (allegorical and symbolic) to analyse narrative texts. The formal representation of revenge is a verbalised suprasentential unity including three microthemes united by the macrotheme as a complex phenomenon. The suprasentential unity is analysed from the points of view of narrative pairs (narrator-narratee and author-reader). The results demonstrate that the allegorical mode of crystallisation is realised on the narratornarratee level and the symbolic mode -on the author-reader level. One more result concerns determining the principle of cross-connection between these pairs as levels of narrative communication. The principle is defined in the article as intranarrative transgression uniting both levels into one integral linguistic personality.
Key words: crystallisation, gothic, narrative, mode, topos, transgression.
Résumé in German
Ziel dieses Aufsatzes ist es, die These zu begründen, dass der in der gotischen Erzählung "A legend of the Nightfort" wiederkehrende Topos Rache sich durch Stichwörter: Kristallisation, gotisch, Narrativ, Modus, Topos, Transgression.
Résumé in French
Le but de l'article est de justifier l'hypothèse que dans le récit gothique "A legend of the Nightfort" le topos récurrent de la vengeance incarné par la cristallisation, Mots-clés: cristallisation, gothique, signification, récit, modus, topos, transgression.
Résumé in Russian
Цель настоящей статьи состоит в обосновании гипотезы, что в готическом нарративе "A legend of the Nightfort" повторяющийся топос месть воплощается путём кристаллизации вкладываемого в него смысла общим 
